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Unit 1 :  PHP Basics 

 

  Answer the following : (Short Questions) 

 

1)What is the used of php language? 

2) write the syntex  of php ? 

3) What is the used of echo in php  

4) What is difference between php and java script? 

5) What are type of loops in php 

6) what are control structure  in php ?  

7) php is server side scripting language? explain 

8)List out the data type in php 

9) what are type of operator in php? 

10) what is mean by if --else condition in php ? 
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Answer the following : (Long Questions) 

 

1) Explain the while loop in php with one example 

2) Explain the for  loop in php with one example 

3) Explain the for  each  loop in php with one example 

4) Explain the array in php with one example 

5) Explain  the  nested if condition in php 

6) Explain the  else if ladder with one example in php 

7) Explain the all operator in php? with one example in php 

8) What is difference between php and java script? 

9) How you declare the variable in php 

10) Explain the if condition with one example 
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Unit 2 : Control Structures and Loops 

 

  Answer the following : (Short Questions) 

 

1) What are type of loops in php 

2) List out the control sturucture in php? 

3) short note on If else condition ? 

4) syntax of if else ladder ? 

5) Syntex of if condition ? 

6) what are control structure  in php ?  

7) Syntax of while loop? 

8) Syntax of do while loop? 

9) Syntax of for  loop? 

10) Syntax of for each loop? 
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Answer the following : (Long Questions) 

 

1) Explain the while loop in php with one example 

2) Explain the for  loop in php with one example 

3) Explain  the  nested if condition in php 

4) Explain the  else if ladder with one example in php 

5) Explain the nested if condition with one example 

5) Explain the nested if else condition with one example 

5) Explain the switch condition with one example 

6) Explain the while loop with one example ? 

7) Explain the  do while loop with one example ? 

8) Explain the for loop with one example ? 

9) Explain the for each loop with one example ? 

10) what is mean by if --else condition in php ? 
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Unit 3 :  Function in PHP 

  Answer the following : (Short Questions) 

 

1)What is the used of  function in php ? 

2) write the array  syntex  of php ? 

3) What is the used of  build in function  in php  

4)  how you used the switch statement in php 

5) What  is the used  of do while loops in php 

6) what are assignment operator in php 

7)  What are logical operator  in php. 

8) what strlen () function used in php  

9)  explain the strpos() function in php 

10) what is mean by if --else condition in php ? 
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Answer the following : (Long Questions) 

 

1) Explain the user define function  in php with one example 

2) Explain the max () min() function in php with one example 

3) Explain str_replace function  php with one example 

4) Explain the array in php with one example 

5) Explain  the  pi function  in php 

6) Explain the  abs() with one example in php 

7) Explain the sqrt () ? with one example in php 

8)  Explain the round function in php. 

9)  how you declare the constant in php? 

10) Explain define () with one example 
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unit 4 :- working with Forms 

1) write a short note on get method 

2) write a short note on post  method 

3)  show one program with radio button with php 

4) show one program with check box with php 

5)show one program with text box and label box with php 

6) short note on validation of form in php 

7) short note on  session  in php  

8) short note on validation of email of form in php 

9) short note on validation url of form in php 

10) short note on cookie? 
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Answer the following : (Long Questions) 

1) Explain   the  get method  

2) Explain   the   post  method 

3) Explain   the   validation of form in php 

4) Explain   the   session  in php  

5) Explain   the   validation of email of form in php 

6) Explain   the   validation url of form in php 

7) Explain   the   cookie? with example. 

8)  Difference between  array in php and java script? 

9)   How you declare thy array in php 

10)  How you declare the constant array in php 
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Unit 5 :  More with Forms 

 

  Answer the following : (Short Questions) 

 

1)What is the used of  array in php ? 

2) write the array  syntex  of php ? 

3) What is the fixed array  in php  

4)   short note on  switch statement in php 

5 ) Short note on double dimension array? 

6)  What is mean by dynamic array? 

7)  What are logical operator  in php. 

8)  Difference between  array in php and java script? 

9)   How you declare thy array in php 

10)  How you declare the constant array in php 
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Answer the following : (Long Questions) 

 

1) Explain the difference between  get & Post in php with one 

example 

2) Explain the how you handle the radio button , checkbox  php 

with one example 

3) Explain validate the form  php with one example 

4) Explain the cookie in php with one example 

5) Explain fixed  array in  php 

6) Explain the  dynamic array in php one example in php 

7) Explain the session  with one example in php 

8)  Difference between  array in php and java script? 

9)   Expalin the constant array in php with one example? 

10) Explain   double dimension array? 
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   Unit 6 :- Storing and Protecting Data 

  Answer the following : (Short Questions) 

 

1)What is the used of  function in php ? 

2) short note on  session  in php  

3) short note on validation of form in php 

4) short note on cookie? 

5) short note on validation url of form in php 

6) short note on validation of email of form in php 

7) how you create the cookie? 

8) How You create the session ? 

9) How You connect  to the data base  

10) explain mysql in data base? 
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Answer the following : (Long Questions) 

 

1) Explain   the   validation of form in php 

2) Explain   the   session  in php  

3) Explain   the   validation of email of form in php 

4) Explain   the   validation url of form in php 

5) Explain   the   cookie? with example. 

6) Explain fixed  array in  php 

7) Explain the cookie in php with one example 

8) Explain validate the form  php with one example 

9) Explain mysql in data base? 

10) Explain wamp server in data base 
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